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Authentic Christians Enthusiasts exhibit authentic, biblical Christianity  182

Balancing life and family A married minister must balance attention  
 between God and family.  146

Born anew Regeneration begins a new life within us.  83

Child of the King Enthusiasts embrace a parent-child relationship  
 with God.  92

Doing good, all the time Enthusiasts are diligent in doing good.  208

Drawing nearer to Jesus Enthusiasts have a relationship with Jesus Christ  
 that prepares them for death.  216

Evangelism at the center Human traditions and personal comfort must  
 never restrict evangelism.  98

Faith of a son/daughter Enthusiasts exhibit the faith of a son or daughter.  183

Fearing death Fear of death can test our readiness to be judged  
 for our life.  59

God uses ordinary people God uses ordinary people to spread the good news.  133

Grace balances rules Insidious power of rules must be balanced with grace.  71

Growing in godliness Sanctification leads to a growing ability to resist sin.  84

Guiltless living Justification frees us from guilt.  82

Healthy groups Discipleship happens best in groups using the  
 Five S Method.  111
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Heavenly assurance Enthusiasts exhibit an assurance of salvation.  184

Helping the poor Enthusiasts familiarize themselves with the needy.  42

Hopelessness With God, the situation is never hopeless.  24

Hubris Early success can lead to overconfidence.  58

Marriage and ministry Ministry and family are not competitive forces.  65

Methods of the heart Methodology can become a cage if not tempered  
 by a sensitive heart.  66

Money power Money is a powerful tool if used wisely.  172

Needs of others Enthusiasts look beyond their own needs.  43

Openness An enthusiast must be open about spiritual struggles.  37

Overcoming differences Enthusiasts live in unity, liberty, and charity.  201

Overcoming fair-weather faith Assurance of one’s relationship with God overcomes  
 fair-weather faith.  78

Overcoming ridicule Innovation can rise from ridicule.  30

Power in fasting Fasting is an opportunity to experience God’s power.  48

Prayer power Enthusiasts keep themselves fueled through prayer.  156

Ridicule is expected Enthusiasts will accept ridicule for the sake of  
 the gospel.  105

Saying no to sin Enthusiasts work in partnership to grow in saying  
 no to temptation.  128

Seize the day Enthusiasts guard their spiritual and physical  
 well-being.  178

Single life and leadership The single life can be a help in ministry.  145

Small groups Enthusiasts thrive in small groups.  37

Standing up to abuse Enthusiasts stand against human oppression.  192
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Staying power It’s better to change a church than to leave it.  120

Suffering God sometimes allows suffering in order to teach  
 a lesson.  23

Suffering in fasting Fasting helps us identify with the suffering of Christ.  50

Test of faith God sometimes leads into challenging faith  
 environments.  29

Three-strand method The Wesleyan method is built on Three Ss.  197

Watching your mouth Enthusiasts avoid becoming entangled in gossip  
 and trivial distractions.  151

Women leaders God does call, and always has called, women  
 to preach.  139

Worship power Engaging, meaningful singing enlivens worship.  164
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